
Our central business model is a membership-based CSA, which stands for Community Supported Agriculture.
There are many wonderful aspects of this program and in the context of food waste, it essentially means this:
people who want to buy our vegetables join our membership program, which lets us plan our entire growing
season around that ‘known’ entity, and in turn harvest what’s needed for that week’s baskets. This helps us plan
what and how much to grow, and to avoid waste by having too much product that doesn’t have an end
consumer.
 
As anyone who works closely with Mother Nature knows, being adaptable to change is a huge asset. Let’s take
cucumbers for example. It's rarely possible to get exactly the ‘right’ amount of cucumbers we’ve planned for, so we
build in a ‘buffer’ to our crop plan: this applies to seeds we buy, how many we sow, how much land we allot, etc.
This helps us compensate for what might happen with the weather, or pests, that affects the yield of the crop.
Sometimes, if everything goes right, that buffer will result in more than what was projected for our CSA members.
We’ve actively cultivated parallel avenues to avoid wasting any extra veggies: farmers markets in the short
term,and; in the long term, processing to produce value-added products. We pickle/can/dehydrate/freeze excess
vegetables so that it can be available for CSA members and markets in the winter, when there are no fresh
cucumbers being grown locally. In many ways, we’re finding ways to integrate homesteading principles of self-
sufficiency into a viable farm business. 
 
On the farm, there are certain things for which we need cash in the bank: wages, taxes, utilities, fees, etc. So we
look for opportunities to source or produce other things we require to operate from within our boundaries, for
example fertility/compost, rather than sourcing them externally. An important element of planning and running a
holistic farm means becoming adept at recognizing where what you could produce overlaps with what you need
to buy, and then assessing whether that effort would result in a net loss or gain in cash flow for sure but in other
areas as well such as physical/mental labour, long-term self sufficiency and resilience, ecological sustainability, etc.  
We operate on a triple bottom line basis – economic, social and ecological accounting.

I’d like to turn the spotlight onto our chickens. Having livestock integrated into our small-scale farm may seem like
a break-even enterprise at best. Superficially, chickens require a lot of labour everyday; buying feed to meet their
dietary needs, the initial outlay of time and money to buy materials and to construct their year-round coop and
fencing, the time and money invested in raising them from day-old chicks for four months before they begin to lay
eggs that we can sell.

At Mount Wolfe Farm, reducing food waste has been central, from the very beginning, to
our operation. So much time, direct and indirect energy, money, physical and mental
labour goes into producing food, that we recognized, as a small business, we couldn’t
afford to not use these resources to their maximum effect.

Being a farm, we’re in a unique position to speak about food waste from the production
perspective- but anyone can shift their mentality towards reducing waste in their lives,
both at home, work, and school.

Sarah Dolamore
Farm Manager
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After you tally up the ongoing costs and add in the amortized startup
costs, then consider the price that people are willing to pay for a dozen
eggs… you get the picture, we’re not exactly printing money over here
now that we have a flock of laying hens. Perhaps here is a good place to
mention that scaling up with the sole purpose of maximizing profit is at
odds with our farm’s core values of good animal husbandry and quality
of life, and furthermore the laser focus of maximizing efficiency for profit
is something that has gotten the predominant industrial food system into
the pickle of non-sustainability it’s in today. 
 

But what about recognizing the value our chickens provide, in addition to the eggs that people want to buy? For
one thing, their nitrogen-rich manure can be collected, composted, and used in our vegetable production system.
Although there is a cost in labour and equipment, compost is something that we need to grow vegetables and we’d
have to spend money on to buy anyway! We may not be able to produce all the compost we need this way, but a
good chunk of it. An integrated fertility plan begins to emerge, where one area of focus on the farm is supporting
another, and there is huge value in how this builds resilience into our farm for long term benefit. 
 
Let’s go back to those cucumbers from a few paragraphs ago; sometimes a cuke gets missed during harvest and
stays on the vine too long, becoming orange, tough-skinned, bitter, overripe - no good for eating fresh or pickling.
But the chickens love them, and eat every last scrap! One cucumber, sure that might not seem like a lot-but scale
this out to the production of 45 types of vegetables being planted in successions designed to yield consistently
throughout the growing season! Suddenly this small-scale farm is producing a not-insignificant volume of
non-marketable food; insect damaged greens; mushy tomatoes; overripe zucchini you home-gardeners know
about discovering these baseball bats!); and carrot tops to name a few. There are times of the season when this
steady supplement to the chicken’s diet can reduce the amount of feed they eat, in addition to the fact that they
have access to pasture and are constantly foraging plants and insects April-December. 
 
These factors help us save money on our feed bills- win! A more diverse diet means happier, healthier chickens and
great quality eggs-win! And it’s not that without the chickens this stuff would be truly wasted- you can compost or
let go back to the soil anything that isn’t fit for sale but the bonus is the nitrogen that chickens are able to generate
and produce in their manure. So this way we’re squeezing a little more value out of the effort it takes to grow
veggies, and it adds up in the long run. Even now, in the storage room when we prepare our cabbages for the
winter CSA, we cut the heads from their stems and roots, remove the withered external leaves and all that goes to
the chickens; what they don’t eat joins their bedding, aka future-compost.
 
Perhaps more abstractly but not less importantly, the chickens provide value to us and to our members by their
simple existence. People love animals, it’s as simple as that! Suddenly the chickens are pulling more of their weight
by providing our members with experiences they really value, like showing their kids how to collect eggs and
hanging out with the hens whenever they visit the farm to pick up their vegetables. Even just pausing for a few
minutes at pickup to watch them go about being their little chicken selves, because chickens are hilarious. I
personally derive great meaning and value from my role in the animal-husbandry relationship with our flock, and
not least of all because they feed my passion for compost-making and improving soil health.  - Sarah Dolamore,
Farm Manager at Mount Wolfe Farm


